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ARIES SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL - 2018 
 

MEDITATION AND CONTEMPLATIONS: Days One - Three  

In Service of the Christ, the Great Ones, and the Full Flowering of Humanity 

 
ʘ 
 

THE FIRST LIGHT AND ANGEL OF ARIES 
 

 “The entire theme of the zodiac can be 

approached from the angle of light and its 

unfolding and increasing radiance and of the 

gradual demonstration in what I have called 

elsewhere, "the glory of the One." The mode of 

the development of this inner light and of its 

externalization must remain—from the 

standpoint of its cosmic effects—one of the 

secrets of initiation and this for a long time to 

come. It will, however, not be out of place if I 

were to give symbolically certain phrases and 

sentences which will indicate (for each sign) 

this "growth of light in light," as it is 

esoterically called, bearing in mind that we are 

attempting to express conditions connected 

with the soul whose essential nature is light. 

This soul-light affects the form as evolution 

proceeds and produces sequentially the 

revelation of that form, and of the nature of 

space-time as well as of the goal.”   ...  "A study of the above thoughts will reveal the 

symbolic story of the irradiation of matter, of the growth of the light body within t he 

macrocosm and the microcosm, and finally make clear the purpose of the Logos."  
(EA, 328/9) 

∞ 
 

The Light of Aries: "Aries is the Light of Life Itself.  This is the dim point of light found at 

the center of the cycle of manifestation, faint and flickering. It is the "searchlight of the 

Logos [GOD], seeking that which can be used" for divine expression".  

Keynote: “I” come forth, and from the Plane of Mind “I” rule  
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DEEPENING TRUE SOUL REALIZATION 

 

“Christ in you is born anew” in the times and seasons we rhythmically and intentionally set apart for 

simultaneous group meditation, group spiritual approach and entry into the Mysteries. In our deepened 

Soul work, heightened alignments and contact with Those Who know, we are shown more upon “the Way”. 

The “new Mind of Christ” in due time becomes the “Risen Christ” as the twelve potencies of the Heart 

Chalice are stimulated, awakened and conferred—in due course and time fully opening, revealing the inner 

God, a Son-of-God (Sun-of-God), walking upon the planes of earth “serving and saving”.    

As we consciously tread the Way round the zodiac, absorbing and distributing its energies, the True Soul – 

the encoded "Risen Christ comes forth” in ever greater strength and measure. We become What We Are – 

in fact and in Truth, a microcosm of the ONE SELF. 

Throughout each month, potently heightened during the 7 Day Full Moon periods, we make conscious 

contact with the energy of the Angels of the Signs (working in concert with the Solar Angel), stimulating a 

corresponding petal in the Chalice of the Heart. 

  

ʘ 

PREPARATION: 

I. “THE BREATH IS THE LIFE POURING THROUGH ALL THE CENTERS” 

◊ We sound forth the sacred Word, OM … coming into the peaceful Presence of the Soul. 

◊ We consciously attune with the life energy of Aries pouring through the Heart of the Sun …  

streaming into our Solar System as That in which we live, move, breathe and have our Being.  

Standing in the down-flow of these Life energies, we breathe in “the Breath of Life” from the Heart of 

the Sun/Son “pouring through all the Centers”… irradiating, infusing and suffusing all the Bodies.  OM 

◊ With a conscious “Breath of Life pouring through all the Centers", AUDIBLY sound forth the Sacred 

Word, OM, dissolving and releasing atoms of lesser vibration (visualizing and sensing their release).  

◊ Then, with conscious, intense spiritual Aspiration (inwardly reaching/attuning as high as we can), 

breathe in the "Breath of Life", drawing in atoms of higher vibration. SILENTLY sound the Sacred 

Word, OM, pouring through all the Centers … irradiating the mental body, infusing the emotional 

body, suffusing the vital etheric body … feeling new Life pouring in, balancing, healing and enlivening.    

◊ With a conscious Breath of Life, AUDIBLY sound forth the Sacred Word, OM, allowing solar-infused 

Aries light to extend into the vibratory field in which we live and serve, infusing and heightening its vibration. 

Let us realize that every intentional, conscious Breath of Life with the OM sounding forth, is a 

deeper entry into the True Soul — making truer and fuller contact with Reality, awakening 

and expanding Consciousness — providing a bridge for the descent of the True Soul. 
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II. CONNECTING WITH THE ANGELIC INTELLIGENCE OF THE 1st PETAL 
 

◊ Continuing with the "Breath of Life", we bring our awareness to the “Twelve-petalled Heart in the 

Head” of the 1000-petalled lotus of the Crown center. ◊ Come into resonance with the Angel governing 

the 1st petal of Aries.  ◊ In the moments that follow, deeply commune with the Angel of Aries Who 

(with the Solar Angel) assists in the unfoldment of the inner Christ. Allow the vital energy of lighted 

Intelligence, loving Presence and specialized power to reach and touch you – “expanding consciousness 

and awareness” of the unfolding Presence of the True Soul. “I am with You”.  ◊ Pause.  Receive, Enjoy.  

◊ As “the Breath of Life pours through all the Centers”, with awareness follow the Life energy 

streaming from the Crown Center down the central spinal column — through the Ajna, Throat 

and Heart Centers … continuing on through the lower centers — gently cleansing and infusing each 

Center with new Life.  The energy flows naturally on its own, with a portion flowing out through 

the minor chakras in the soles of the feet into the earth, "Blessing the Earth upon which we walk".   

◊ Follow the energy as it circulates, re-ascending up the central spinal column “returning Home 

from whence it came" to the Crown, completing the circulatory flow.  (Here within our own Body 

is a great symbolic Truth of the Pilgrim’s journey (of the Monad in extension) journeying forth 

and returning to the Father’s Home (the Crown).  BE in the radiant flow of this circulating energy. 

Note: Force nothing, simply follow and allow. For some the energy will flow back up the 

central column to the Crown; others may experience the returning energy as a circular arc 

in front of the body (as in Kriya Yoga) and/or behind returning home to the Crown; others 

may experience the energy flowing up simultaneously in all directions (front, sides and 

back) as a great ovoid torus of dynamic circulating energy – a perpetual fountain of life – 

descending and ascending without cessation.  Observe what happens for you.  Breathe. 

◊ In right timing, sound forth the Sacred Word, OM, sealing in the new vibration. 
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III. THE SOUL STAR GROUP – a unified Spiritual Approach to Divinity 

 

◊ In this enlivened, expanded state, we widen 

our awareness to see ourselves standing 

inside a large circle of Participating Souls 

gathered and gathering in the “Soul Star 

Group”— purposed to work in “Group 

Approach” with the “Great Ones” during the 

Full Moon period.  We see all the Souls 

herein gathered as radiant spheres of Living 

Light and Love. ◊ In one simultaneous 

movement, extend a ray of love and light—

Soul to Soul to all here gathered … silently 

sounding forth the sacred Word, OM. 

Such as we work, we gain the recognition of 

the Great Ones, joining in Their Work. 

◊ We now extend our Love to Them—and to 

the Christ standing in the Center — the five-

pointed Star, his symbol. 

Let us feel His Love returning, infusing the Soul Star and all consecrated Groups.  OM 

◊ Sense the energy field created as “one great sphere of radiant Light and Love” energized and infused 

by all our Soul qualities, Virtues and Ray powers … extending far and wide.  With serving groups 

around the globe, we presence on Earth a healing, saving force for Humanity. 

CONTEMPLATIONS 

 

◊ ARIES — “The Light of Life Itself.    This is the dim point of light found at the center of the 

cycle of manifestation, faint and flickering. It is the "searchlight of the Logos [GOD], seeking that 

which can be used" for divine expression.”  

 

Aries, the first sign in our journey through and with the energies of the zodiac, is one of new beginnings 

and unfoldment.  We see this reflected in the symbol of the birth of Spring (in the northern hemisphere), 

beginning again the zodiacal journey on a higher turn of the spiral for all of Humanity. 

 

The Life energies of Aries come to us as the Light of Life Itself.  At the highest level this Light reveals 

the creative activity of God.  For us this Light reveals the activity of the 1st and 7th Rays of Will, Spiritual 

Power, and Manifestation (ritual ceremony and the Soul as the true Magician).  
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These energies reach us through the Heart of the Sun, ever infusing Love – and through the transmitters 

(of Mars, Mercury, Uranus) Who gift us with Devotion, Enlightenment and the Creative Power to 

manifest.    
 

In this Heavenly shower of living energies, we stand. 

 

 

THE WORD OF THE SOUL in ARIES: 
 

“I come forth, and from the Plane of Mind I rule”. 

 

“The Lords of Will and Sacrifice come down into 

manifestation, sacrificing their high position and 

opportunities upon the higher planes of manifestation 

in order to redeem matter and raise the lives by which 

it is informed to the status of Themselves…This is the 

subjective purpose, underlying the sacrifice of these 

divine Lives Who are ourselves essentially, Who are 

qualified by knowledge, love and will, and animated 

by ceaseless persevering devotion.”   (EA, 116) 

∞ 

 

DAY ONE 

CONTEMPLATION FOR DEEPER SOUL IMPRESSION IN THE ENERGY OF ARIES 

The Word of the Soul: “I (We) come forth and from the Plane of Mind I (We) rule.   

Remembering “What and Who we Truly are” — divine Lives, qualified by knowledge, love and 

will, and animated by ceaseless persevering devotion”, we develop our full mind nature 

(which includes love and will) and establish ourselves on the higher mental planes. Therefrom, 

we “rule” the personality and lower worlds, expressing our Soul nature, lifting and redeeming 

matter, and thereby raising the devic lives to the status of ourselves.  

CONTEMPLATE the above.  Let us so stand, identified with – as – our true nature, and rule.  

Thus does the saving and redeeming work of Pisces continue in Aries, the sign of new beginnings 

on a higher turn of the spiral. 
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“Eventually, in some mysterious way, there will be only ten signs of the zodiac again; 

Aries and Pisces will form one sign, for "the end is as the beginning." This dual and 

blended sign is called in some of the ancient books "the sign of the Fish with the head of 

the Ram."  (Esoteric Astrology (EA), 230) 

ʘ 

During these Seven Days, we shall be establishing the fact of Who and What We Are when we say:     

“I come Forth and from the Plane of Mind, I rule” .  The ‘full mind nature’ is all One Mind: the 

concrete mind, the Son of Mind, and the Abstract, Buddhic and Atmic ‘planes of Mind’. 

“Aries is the sign of beginnings—the beginning of the creative process… that definitely defined 

process which we call spiritual regeneration and initiation.   (EA, 106)  

Attune to the "new" energies inspired by Aries. Be open to impression today and throughout this 

Aries Full Moon and Easter period.   

Throughout this period, BE open, be attuned, be aware, be listening for the "new" that is 

burgeoning (budding) to come forth, from the plane of the ruling, lighted Mind. 

◊ Is there something "new" you are inspired to initiate?   

◊ What “is initiating” through you? 

◊ Has something, for some period of time been “in mind” – “on mind” calling to come 

forth (for development, unfoldment, or an idea, project or service activity)?   

Consciously use the energy that is available in this period of Aries to “initiate” from the higher 

mental plane.   

∞ 

◊ First linking again with the Soul Star, we end today with The Great Invocation and The Word 

of the Soul:  

 

“I come forth (We come forth) and from the Plane of Mind I Rule (We Rule)”.  

 

 

† 
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DAY TWO 

Christ “came forth as the flower or fruition of the past and as the guarantee of man's innate 

[divine] capacity.  Christ, whilst also able to say "I am the light of the world" [like the Buddha] went 

further in His manifestation and gave a vision of the next step, demonstrating the light of the soul 

and pointing to the future, thus presenting that which could be because He had released on Earth 

the cosmic principle of love.” 

“He anchored on Earth “the Will of God in the  matrix of love” (as it has been esoterically called). 

(R&I, 527) 

◊ CONTEMPLATE … Allow this Blessing to thrill through you. 

ʘ 

“Love is an aspect of the will, which is a point very little realized by the mass of men . It is the will 

to draw into itself or the will to attract into itself , and this will, when exerted toward that which is not 

material, we … call Love.  But humanity has to see that which must be loved before that power 

of the will is sufficiently evoked. Then the vision can become a manifestation and a fact in 

expression.”  (EA, 623) 

When we see the faces of people starving, glaciers prematurely falling into the oceans, 

trees consumed by uncontrollable forest fires, pollinating bees dying from colony collapse, 

animals slaughtered for their tusks and horns and hides, forests cut down for profit, people 

fleeing their own countries for another seeking safety and protection, innocent bystanders 

struck down and children dying in their own classrooms, people calling for food, health, 

education, housing and “want” in the midst of plenty – love can be evoked.  Then “love-

inspired solutions” become visions for manifestation.  

◊ Read this again through the “Eye of Love”. 

ʘ 

The Light of Aries, the Light of Life Itself carries the WILL of GOD to us.  This, not as an 

inscrutable fiat of a distant, unknowable Power but as Love demonstrated in the life of Christ  then 

working through His disciple, Jesus, in Palestine, and now through all His Masters of the forty 

nine Ashrams of the Greater Group.  Since Love is an aspect of the will, and Christ anchored on 

Earth “the Will of God in the matrix of love” we stand ever in this matrix and in the power of 

His Will.    

◊ CONTEMPLATE 
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The question, “what is the Will of God? is ever answered as Love.  We see it when we look for its 

presence as love in action.  We ourselves find it as we give love, for-giving love, in all circumstances 

whilst standing on the higher mental plane.  We distribute this attracting, wholing, healing, 

saving energy—a “cosmic principle” for all — through all planes.  With this loving will “we come 

forth and rule”.  ◊ CONTEMPLATE  

◊ DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICE:  

Whilst standing on the higher mental plane, rule this Day. 

Rule this Day with “the Will of God in the matrix of love”. 

ʘ 

◊ End with The Great Invocation and The Word of the Soul: “I come forth and from the Plane of 

Mind I Rule”.  Visualize Humanity: “We come forth and from the Plane of Mind We Rule” . 

Visualize the One Soul of Humanity: “I come forth and from the Plane of Mind I Rule” . 

 

OM 

 

† 
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DAY THREE 

On this day of the Easter Calendar, Good Friday is understood in the Esoteric tradition 

and teachings as the day depicting the Crucifixion or Renunciation Initiation (the 4th) – 

“giving all. 

“The concept of sacrifice has permeated all the teachings about the Crucifixion or the 

Renunciation Initiation, both in the East and in the West. This is a sacrifice idea associated 

with the concept of pain, agony, suffering, patience, prolongation and death.  Yet the true 

root of the word remains the same and gives the true significance : "Sacer" means to 

make holy; that is what in truth happens to the initiate; he is "made holy"; he is "set 

apart" for spiritual development and service.  He is separated off from that which is 

‘natural’, material, transmitted and handicapping, trammeling and destructive, and from 

that which lessens right activity for that which is new.  He learns to define the 

Wholeness which is his divine right and prerogative."   (Rays & Initiations, 699) 

CONTEMPLATE 

ʘ 

True Sacrifice means to give – to give one’s life (in service), one’s love and compassion to 

another – to empty ones chalice pouring forth all one has to give, "to give all , for all" in 

service of God’s Plan on earth, "to Be all one Is" – whole . 

“May forgiveness on the part of all men be the keynote at this time.”  

“… the word "forgiveness" is a curious and unusual one and signifies … simply "to give 

for. "Forgiveness is not therefore, a synonym for pardon though the word has been 

distorted in theological circles to mean this, so little has the Church understood the basic, 

motivating power behind divine expression in our solar system. Theologians ever think 

in terms of the human mind and not in terms of the divine mind." 

"Forgiveness is sacrifice and is the giving up of one's self, even of one's very life, for 

the sake of others and for the good of the whole group. This spirit of sacrifice is ever 

found when the Shamballa force [where the Will of God is known] is rightly contacted, even 

in the smallest degree, and the underlying impulse behind the loving will of God is 

sensed and understood, accompanied as this always is with the desire to participate in 

that will and its spirit of divine sacrifice ." 

CONTEMPLATE:  Sacrifice as Forgiveness … as the giving of one's life energy.   
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"Manifestation is itself the Great Forgiveness” – forgivingness.  “The stupendous Lives—

outside manifested existence—entered into manifestation in order to give Themselves for 

the lesser lives and forms of existence in order that these lesser lives might be enabled to 

proceed onward towards a goal which is known to Deity alone, and thus eventually reach 

high places of spiritual expression." 

"Achievement is ever followed by sacrifice and the giving of the greater for the lesser . 

This is an aspect of the Law of Evolution. Such is the note and theme of the entire 

creative process and is the basic meaning of the phrase "God is Love," for love signifies 

giving and sacrifice, at least in this solar system.” 

CONTEMPLATE 

“It is for this reason that the esoteric teaching emphasizes the fact that  the soul of man is 

a Lord of Sacrifice and of loving persistent Devotion—the two outstanding qualities of 

the Shamballa Lives, sustaining life and giving.  This is lasting devotion to the good of 

the whole or the expression of the spirit of synthesis and sacrifice  in order again that all 

lesser lives (such as those embodied in the personality of man) may rise to the 

"resurrection which is in Christ," through the crucifixion [renunciation] or sacrifice of the 

soul [giving all] upon the Cross of Matter. 

“It is this thought again which gives significance to the life of Christ on earth for He re-

enacted for us an eternal process, externalizing it in such a way that it became the 

symbol of the motive of the entire manifested universe and the impulse which should 

direct each of us—crucifixion and death [from the past of that which does not matter], 

resurrection and life, and the consequent salvation of the whole.”   (Rays and Initiations (R&I), 

165/6) 

CONTEMPLATE  

ʘ 

The Dying -5:31 / Transformation -8:40 / The Circle -4:50 

Harold Moses/Album: Edges of the Soul 

2:48 18:40 

 

“Most of us are learning, in the daily dying to self, to fit ourselves for the final Crucifixion 

[Renunciation] Initiation, and by the constant renunciation of everything that holds back 

the expression of divinity qualifying for that tremendous spiritual experience which 

ever preceded the Resurrection, and which is called the Great Renunciation.” (From 

Bethlehem To Calvary, 282) 

CONTEMPLATE 
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“At the fourth Initiation the destroying aspect of the will can begin to make its presence 

felt; the soul body, the causal body, the Temple of the Lord, is destroyed by an act of the 

will and because even the soul is recognized as a limitation by that which is neither the 

body nor the soul, but that which stands greater than either.  The awareness of the 

perfected man is now focused in that of the monad [Spirit].  The road to Jerusalem has 

been trodden. This is a symbolical way of saying that the antahkarana [the bridge from the 

lower to the higher: from the lower self to the Soul, from the Soul to the True Soul to the Monad] 

has been constructed and the Way to the Higher Evolution—which confronts the higher 

initiates—has now opened up.” (Rays and Initiations (R&I), 316/7) 

“The beauty of the interpretation of this initiation and the reward to those who attempt 

to penetrate to its true meaning and significance are untold ; it requires, however, the 

teaching of the East and of the West to arrive at the true understanding of the experience.  

The concept of a clean break with the old life in the three worlds of experience which 

has characterized the work of the soul for so long is obvious.   It is death in its truest and 

most useful form; every death, as it takes place today and on the physical plane, is 

therefore symbolic in nature, pointing to the time when the soul finally "dies" to all that is 

material and physical, just as the human being dies to all contact in the three worlds 

before resuming incarnated living. (R&I, 699/700) 

CONTEMPLATE 
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ʘ 

THE GREAT INVOCATION 

 
[phrases in brackets are the alternate version] 

From the point of Light within the Mind of God  

Let light stream forth into the minds of men  

[Let Light stream forth into human minds] 
 

Let Light descend on Earth. 

 
◊ 

From the point of Love within the Heart of God 

Let love stream forth into the hearts of men  

[Let love stream forth into human hearts] 
 

May Christ return to Earth 

[May the Coming One APPEAR on Earth] 

 
◊ 

From the center where the Will of God is known  

Let purpose guide the little wills of men 

[Let purpose guide all ‘human will’] 

 

The purpose which the Masters know and serve. 

 
◊ 

 

From the center which we call the race of men 

[From the center which we call the human race] 

Let the Plan of Love and Light work out 

And may it seal the door where evil dwells. 

 
◊ 
 

Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth  

 

◊ 
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Sound forth the sacred Word, Om (embodying and distributing the Light of God) 

Sound forth the sacred Word, Om (embodying and distributing the Love of God) 

Sound forth the sacred Word, Om (embodying and distributing the Will and Purpose of God) 

◊ 

— "So let it be and help us do our part" — 

 

ʘ 

 

The Word of the Soul in Aries: 

“We come forth and from the Plane of Mind We Rule”. 

† 

 


